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INTRODUCTION
The body of written a particular subject is an important way of basic data for language research. While numbers of syntactically syntax analysis tools exist such as software of alphabetical list of word in the text, but there is also need of more observation in create well-formed sentences in a language? MT software may need some more specific syntax criteria for particular rules for developed system. There are numerous algorithms and tools are available for statistical analysis of the on-line text but  Researchers are increasingly interested in syntactic investigations of larger corpora.  Machine translation software developers need syntactically grouped corpus for rule formation.  MT software evaluators require verity of sentences of different syntactic patterns to evaluate the grammatical coverage.  Language learners may require the different examples of same structure. Keeping the above in view the research for automatic extraction of syntactically similar sentences from huge corpus is chosen. The corpora are an important source of empirical data for language research. While numerous syntactic analysis tools exist such as concordance software but there is also a need for syntactic investigations. MT software may require the sentences of some specific syntactic criteria to create the rule or to evaluate a developed system. A language learner needs various examples of same syntactic pattern. Therefore, the objective is to design an algorithm for the selection of sentences by giving syntactic criteria or the grouping of syntactically similar sentences from text corpora when these corpora contain no prior syntactic markup.
II. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
The process of computer analysis of input provided in a human language (Natural Language), and conversion of this input into a useful form of representation. The field of NLP is primarily concerned with getting computers to perform useful and interesting tasks with human language. The field of NLP is secondarily concerned with helping us come to better understanding of human language. To build a program that understands spoken language, we need all the facility of a written language understand as well as enough additional knowledge to handle all the noise and ambiguity of the audio signal. Thus it is useful to divide the entire languageprocessing problem in to two tasks.  Written Text  Speech  Processing written text, using lexical, syntactic knowledge of the language as well as the required real world information.  Processing spoken language, using all the information needed above plus additional knowledge about phonology as well as enough added and information to handle the further ambiguities that arise in speech.
A. Information Extraction
There are many NLP systems that can process arbitrary text. Several general -purpose linguistic capabilities are characteristic for this type of systems: part-of-speech tagging, parsing, word-sense disambiguation, higher level (semantic) understanding, dialog systems, natural language interfaces and queries.etc. We are interest in NLP systems that are built with a pre-specified task over a well-defined domain of interest. These systems are information extraction systems.
B. Generic IE System
In the generic IE system, there are no assumptions on the input format. The Tokenization and Tagging phase tokenizes the txt-divides it into sentences with words. Some systems can eventually disambiguate or tag for parts of speech (POS) or semantic class. The sentence analysis stage parses the sentences for simple constructs (verb, noun, prepositional and other phrases). This stage could also involve parsing for higher level constructs and even label semantic entities in the text and transform them to normalized form. Up to this point, the two stages of the system are not necessary domain-specific. Extraction is the first stage where the processing is tied to the domain. Here relevant parts are extracted, but it is important to point out that this stage is not just extraction of text fragments. In addition, this stage annotates relations between parts of the text, and additional information that describes the triggers of the extraction. The merging stage compares the entities extracted in the previous stage and deduces whether they refer to the same information. This comparison filters the extracted information and in the place where separate extraction results are combined into one when they refer to the same piece of information. The final, template generation stage produces the output. This stage considers only extracted information relevant to the output format.
C. Components of NLP 1. Natural Language Understanding
Mapping the given input in the natural language into a useful representation different level of analysis required.
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E. Semantic Analysis
Semantic analysis must do following important things.
 It must map individual words into appropriate objects in the knowledge base or database.  It must create the correct structures to correspond to the way the meaning of the individual words combine with each other.  Assigning meaning to the structures created by syntactic analysis.  Mapping words and structures to particular domain objects in way consistent with our knowledge of the world.  Semantic can play an important role selecting among competing syntactic analysis and discarding illogical analysis.
F. Syntactic Analysis
Syntactic analysis must exploit the result of morphological analysis to build a structural description of the sentence. The goal of this process, called parsing, is to convert the flat list of words that forms the sentences in to a structure that defines the units that are represented by the flat list. 
III. RELATED WORK

A. A Syntactic Approach for Searching Similarities within Sentences
Textual data is the main electronic form of knowledge representation, sentences meant as logic units of meaningful word sequences, can be considered its backbone. This method based on purely syntactic approach for searching similarities within sentences. This process being very time consuming, efficiency in retrieving the most similar parts available in large repositories of textual data is ensured by making use of new filtering techniques.
B. Finding Syntactic Structure in Unparsed Corpus
The Gsearch Corpus Query System: The Gsearch system allows the selection of sentences by syntactic criteria from text corpora, even when these corpora contain no prior syntactic markup. This is achieved by means of chart parser, which takes as input a grammar and a search expression specified by the user. Gsearch features a modular architecture that can be extended straight forwardly to give access to new corpora. The Gsearch architecture also allows interfacing with external linguistic resources. Gsearch system is a tool designed to facilitate the investigation of lexical and syntactic phenomena in unparsed corpora. Gsearch permits users to search for linguistic structures by processing a query based on a user definable grammar. Gsearch is intended as a flexible tool for scientists wishing to study corpora, and is not intended for accurate unsupervised parsing. The nature of lexical and syntactic ambiguity means that Gsearch will often return a parse, which while strictly correct with respect to the supplied grammar and query is inappropriate for a sub string. The current version of Gsearch only supports lexical markup in the input corpus. Gsearch relies on a Uniform Input Format (UIF) for the corpora it accesses. For each corpus supported by Gsearch, a filter is required that translates the specific format the corpus is encoded into the UIF. Gsearch also supports a pipeline architecture where the input is taken from the output of a tagger running on a previously untagged corpus. The output of Gsearch query is encoded in a Uniform Output Format (UOF), which is passed through an output filter that transforms it into the Specific format required for a given output module. Gsearch comes with filters for a number of corpora that are widely used.
C. Annotation of Syntax and Morphology:
For an annotation of grammatical categories to word from tokens in our corpus, the commercial tagger machines syntax by connexor was employed. This tagger is a rule -based, robust syntactic parser available for several languages and based on Constraint Grammar and Functional Dependency Grammar. It provides morphological, surface syntactic and functional tags for each word form and a dependency structure for sentences and besides is able to process and output
IV. PROPOSED WORK
Machinese Semantics contains a custom lexicon mechanism. This feature enables developers to add their own words to the parser. These words can be domain-specific vocabularies, multi-word terms, names and places etc. this way developer can influence how the parser analyses texts. Machinese linguistic analyzers support the following output formats.
1. XML output 2. Visual feature tree output-Machinese Semantics Viewer Machinese Semantics XML output form and Machinese Semantics Viewer shows the same linguistic information, but the formatting is obviously different.  Select Indexes  Select property within the selected index  Generate the query for selected property  Process the given query in the database  Display the output.
V. CONCLUSION
We are able to find out the type of a particular sentence, what are main subject, main verb, type and function. In this implementation we can also find the total number of sentences in the particular file.
